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Activities this week

Met as a co-located interim on Monday morning this week

Major items discussed, decisions made and actions

Resolved 15 comments against pre-circulated D1.1

Chartered draft 2.0 preparation and requested to progress to WG ballot

Motion #4: Move to instruct the Editors to generate draft 2.0 from draft 1.1 and the closed comments, and request that IEEE 802.3 progress the draft to WG Ballot

M: Chad Jones  
S: Lennart Yseboodt

Y: 10  
N: 0

Motion Passes (Technical >= 75%)
IEEE P802.3 P802.3cr Maintenance #14: Isolation
Adopted timeline

No Adopted timeline
Summary of Changes made to D1.1 Preview Draft

**General** - Editorial cleanup (e.g., all: Draft revision, date, removing blank pages, correcting PICs font size, etc.)

**FM** – Change Jonathan Goldberg to Jodi Haasz as PM

**CL8** – Added ‘s’ to requirement; removed Editor’s note and replaced “station” with “Physical Layer MDI/PI”

**CL14** – removed Editor’s note

**CL146** – in Editor’s note inserted “added”: “Clause 146 was added…”

**CL147** – in Editor’s note inserted “added”: “Clause 147 was added…”

**CL149** – in Editor’s note inserted “added”: “Clause 149 was added …”

**Annex J** – Changed reference to IEC 62368-1 from 5.2.9.1 to 5.4.9.1; Missed comment in D1.0. Remove “requirements” in title J.2

**J.3.1** – Changed “J.1” cross reference to “Annex J.1”
Desire to step through P802.3cr draft changes?

Posted draft at:
http://www.ieee802.org/3/private/maint/crballot/8023cr_D2p0.pdf

Posted compare at:
http://www.ieee802.org/3/private/maint/crballot/8023cr_D2p0_CMP.pdf

Change pages only at:
http://www.ieee802.org/3/private/maint/crballot/8023cr_D2p0_CMP_changes.pdf
Move that the IEEE 802.3 Working Group progress the IEEE P802.3cr draft to Working Group ballot.

M: Marek Hajduczenia
S: Chad Jones
Technical >= 75%
Y: N: A:
Motion Passes/Fails
Questions?

Thank you!